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MONTREUX
The importance of data

We analyzed...

The most popular topics are

Rooms need 
improvement

Data allows you to understand your 
guests and their needs. Knowing 
positive and negative trends will help 
establish a clear understanding of your 
clientele and provide critical insights 
on uncovering smart solutions to 
improve your business. 

People love to discuss their favorite aspects and what they appreciate most. 
Their happiness will result in a better reputation for your business and 

ultimately the destination. 

What we discovered?
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The destination of Montreux was chosen for 
a case study at École hôtelière de Lausanne.

Through the use of the Travel Appeal 
software, millions of pieces of data were 
analyzed to monitor contents, reviews, 
trends and competitors in order to boost
the effectiveness of business strategies
and uncover competitive advantages.

The overall Sentiment 
has increased

 Research reveals more than half the respondents would not book a hotel that does not have 

an online reputation. Travellers are putting more importance on online reviews and the way 

hoteliers respond to reviews. The more personal and thoughtful the response, the better 

perception guests have of your business.

The interest in Montreux as tourism destination is rising. Sectors such as 
restaurants, accommodations and attractions are also increasing, with 
attractions having the highest sentiment score.
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Who are the most active reviewers?       

The Sentiment towards prices 
decreases during special events

The Jazz Festival is gaining traction!

430

The Sentiment towards prices has 
always been low, but the sentiment 
regarding accommodation costs 
dropped even further during the 2018 
Montreux Jazz Festival.

As is often the case, people react to a 
shift in prices, especially during big 
events. 

The overall Sentiment during the Jazz 
Festival has increased compared to last 
year.

Improvements to the entire destination 
result in guests who are more satisfied 
with their visits. 
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...with an astonishing growth rate
in the restaurant sector!

Montreux is doing incredibly well at attracting people. More reviews means more customers!

growth rate of reviews  in the
restaurant sector


